JOBS FOR AT HOME
If you are not able to come into the depot but still want to help there are
plenty of jobs that you can take home with you.
Kids outfit packs – these are small and easily distributable packs with the
clothing essential for a child.
 The packs include one of each of the items on the tick sheet below.
 The age group for the pack should be filled in and then each item should
be ticked off the sheet once it is in the bag. See example below –

 Please display the list at the front of the pack so it is easily visible.
 When closing up the pack try and squeeze as much of the air out of the
bag as is possible so that the packs can be more tightly packed.
 When doing outfit packs we suggest taking some of each of the listed
items for one age group home and then folding and packing the bags at
home with the list included and clearly visible.

 The lists for the packs can be downloaded from the website so anyone
can print them as needed.

Mending – Good quality clothing which could be really useful but may have a
small tear or broken seam are separated out at our depot and then collected
by volunteers who are able to mend them to a state where they can be worn.
These donations can then just be dropped back at the depot to be sorted and
sent. If you think you may be able to help with this job just drop by when the
depot is open and ask one of our shift leaders if you can take home some
mending.
Washing – We send out our aid to the same standard that would be expected
in a charity shop and this means we expect it be clean and pleasant to wear. So
a good job that can be done is a few loads of washing, this is a great job that
doesn’t require much of a time commitment. One of the THSR boxes is about
two loads of washing and can be picked and then dropped off whenever is
convenient.
Kids Socks and Hat sizing – Lots of kids hats and socks come in without ages on
them so a good home job is taking home a box of kids hats or socks and using
the size guide which can be downloaded from our website.
Making up items for baby wash bags – Before packing up the baby wash bags
different elements need to be made up these include –

Baby Soap

Baby Wipes

Sudocrem pot

- Cutting up the baby soaps. Having collected the baby soap from the
depot you should split each bar into third and then seal each piece in a
smaller bag and then label it.
- Separating the baby wipe. A pack of baby wipes can be separated in to a
pack of baby wipes should be separated into good sized sections and
then those sections sealed in air tight bag.
- Decanting the Sudocrem. Small tubs and matching lids are kept at the
depot so that the big tubs of Sudocrem can be decanted into these
smaller tubs and then put in the baby wash bags with a label.
Everything that is needed for these jobs such as; the Sudocrem, the soap and
the baby wipes; the bags and the labels can be picked up from the depot. Just
speak to one of our shift leaders at the depot and they will be able to provide
you with everything you will need.
Baby wash bags – The next stage of the baby wash bags is putting them all
together. See example below –

The pack includes  A face cloth
 Some baby wipes in an air tight bag







A pot of Sudocreme
A third of a bar of baby soap
A few cotton buds
Nappy disposal Bag
A message in Arabic (which can be downloaded from the website)

To do this job you will need to take home a few of each of these items and
then put them all in a larger bag with a short message in Arabic which can be
downloaded from the website.

